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Abstract

The magnificent palace of Prince Youssef Kamal in Naj‘ Hammadi represents a unique architectural masterpiece, with its wonderful location on the Nile and its unique architectural style. The palace was built by Prince Youssef Kamal, one of the princes of the Muhammad Ali Pasha family, in the city of Naj‘ Hammadi (north of Qena Governorate), in 1925. The palace is of great historical and archaeological importance, embracing many distinct events and personalities, as well as the unique architectural style that was a combination of the Islamic and European style which prevailed at that time. The palace went through desperate years of neglect and destruction after being abandoned by the prince and his family, until the hand of restoration, which its original forms. The palace is also called the architectural complex due to the multiplicity of the palace constructions that varied between accommodation units, service units and others for different purposes. The palace is located on the west bank of the Nile River in Naj‘ Hammadi1, which is one of the most famous and largest cities due to the existence of a large complex for the manufacture of aluminum and a sugar factory. The complex extended over an area of about 10 acres2, bordered on the north side by Port Said Street, to the west by Sheikh Omar Street, to the east on the edge of the Nile (Corniche Street) and to the south by Al-Islah Al-Zarai Street.

Introduction

Prince Youssef Kamal’s Palace is one of the most unique palaces in Egypt in general, and in southern Egypt in particular, due to its magnificent location on the Nile and its unique architectural style. The palace was built by Prince Youssef Kamal, one of the princes of the Muhammad Ali Pasha family, in the city of Naj‘ Hammadi (north of Qena Governorate), in 1925. The palace is of great historical and archaeological importance, embracing many distinct events and personalities, as well as the unique architectural style that was a combination of the Islamic and European style which prevailed at that time. The palace went through desperate years of neglect and destruction after being abandoned by the prince and his family, until the hand of restoration, which its original forms. The palace is also called the architectural complex due to the multiplicity of the palace constructions that varied between accommodation units, service units and others for different purposes. The palace is located on the west bank of the Nile River in Naj‘ Hammadi1, which is one of the most famous and largest cities due to the existence of a large complex for the manufacture of aluminum and a sugar factory. The complex extended over an area of about 10 acres2, bordered on the north side by Port Said Street, to the west by Sheikh Omar Street, to the east on the edge of the Nile (Corniche Street) and to the south by Al-Islah Al-Zarai Street.

Prince Youssef Kamal completed the construction of the architectural complex in 1925, where the palace appeared on its construction. Furthermore, it sheds light on the restoration works through an analytical description of the palace constructions. The author made a field visit to inspect its architectural components after the restoration, proposing some ideas to revitalize the palace in terms of tourism and culture.

Key Words


The methods used in this paper are mainly reviewing literature, field visit to the palace, interviews made with those in charge of the palace and interviews with the local community. This paper aims to find the forgotten historical and archaeological value of the palace, as well as the most prominent restorations in different parts of it. It also emphasizes the need to save other monuments in Qena Governorate, which is currently living in the same situation of neglect and destruction.

4 https://www.google.com/maps/@26.05004193,32.24408637,76.90236006a,571.01543653d,35y,-131.68556378h,44.93729533t,-0r, accessed on, September 5, 2021
6 Nagiya Abdal Mogney, ksr Alamir youssef Kamal byn E ̔adat AlTwziff wal Hefaz ̔ la AlTorath, Drassat fi Athar Al wattan Al ̔ Arabey, issue Nu.8, 2005,
7 Antonio Lasciac was European architect and engineer; he was one of the most famous architects who came to Egypt at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. He started building the place upon the desire of the prince Youssef Kamal in Naj‘ Hammadi. Lasciac designed buildings in Constantin, many Eastern capitals and cities, especially Egypt. The Khedive Palace in Istanbul, the Talaat Harb Rail Station in Alexandria was among his most notable works in Egypt. See, Kazanin Di Diego, From Middle Europe to Egypt – Antonio Lasciac Architects (1859–1916)” New Ideas of New Century journal, Vol. 1, 2015.
Who is Prince Youssef Kamal?

He was a traveler, geographer, archaeologist, artist, author, as well as a member of the royal family. His Royal Highness, Prince Youssef Kamal. The prince was the son of Amir Ahmed Kamal, the grandson of Muhammad Ali, the founder of the Alawite family that ruled Egypt from 1805-1952, and was of the least public of the royal family. He was known for his gentleness of morals, generosity and good qualities, he was passionate about expeditions, among his most famous trips were in the desert of Libya in January 1924, his trip to Kashmir –India 1915, as well as his trip to Sudan where he hunted many predators, some of which were gifted to the Zoo in Egypt. Youssef Kamal was fond of long hunting expeditions, not only in Egypt but also in many countries around the world. Among these countries was Hungary, where Prince Ferdinand of Liechtenstein and his brother Janos organized hunting retreats at Berstein, the family estate in Hungary, for several Egyptian princes including Prince Youssef Kamal. The prince gave the Agricultural Museum in Cairo a large collection of mummified birds and the heads of several species of animals. The Manial Palace Museum in Cairo also has a large collection of mummified animals and birds that originates with Youssef Kamal. The prince was also passionate of science and arts. Among his many famous contributions, he was the founder of the Egyptian School of Fine Arts in 1903, the Society of Fine Arts Lovers in 1924, and among the co-founders of the Egyptian Academy of Arts in Rome. The Prince’s collection contributed to the establishment of the Museum of Islamic Art, it consisted of chandeliers, mosque pulps, swords and gold artifacts, Qur’ans and shields that he donated to the state. In the cultural and educational life, he contributed to the founding of King Foud University, now Cairo University, to which he was appointed president in 1916 for a year. Prince Youssef Kamal was a distinguished author with diverse interests in different fields such as scientific, geographical, recreational and artistic. He has written and translated many books that reflect those concerns. Among this works is one entitled “Al Magmou li Al Kamalya le Gographiyt Misr wa Al-ʾArabiyat le Game Youssef Kamal”. It contains 13 huge volumes printed in Arabic and French. Youssef Kamal is considered one of the richest Egyptians in the first half of the twentieth century in 1934, and his wealth was estimated at 10 million pounds. The prince owned many farmlands; most of it was in Qena Governorate and mostly in Naj’ Hammadi where he owed 18,000 acres, including many of the city’s sugar mills to his sugar cane plantation. It should be noted that the Prince had a major role in developing a large number of Upper Egypt villages, and also helped introduce some modern agricultural methods that developed agriculture and increase land productivity. Besides this complex, Youssef Kamal has many other palaces such as a marvelous one at Al-Matari in Cairo and another in Istanbul in Alexandria and many others. He died after the July revolution in Austria; his body was buried in Egypt according his will.

Years of Neglect and Destruction

The palace has gone through many years of destruction and neglect, selling its contents and stealing others at the same time, after the Prince and his family left the palace due to the 1952 revolution. The series of destruction began on November 8, 1953, when a decision was issued to nationalize the property of the Muhammad Ali family in favor of the state. An inventory committee from Cairo issued a list of antiquities, furniture and collectibles in the palace and its accessories, and estimated their prices at insignificant prices. There was not a single expert in this committee, and these artifacts were handed over with an inventory list to the one of the department’s officials. After a while some of the palace’s holdings were sold, and then some antiques and carpets were kept in the basement of the palace and sealed with red wax. The Inventory Committee underestimated the price of all the antiques and collectibles of the mansion, which was ridiculous. The value of the antiques in the palace was set at 602 pounds and 52 pistas, and the value of all furniture was about 2,100 pounds. All the contents and possessions of the palace, including antiques and furniture have been recorded in about 15 revolutions. After a while, the red was disappeared, and the doors of the rooms that were built for the palace furniture and the antiques stored there. Later, officials placed rare carpets in the basement of the palace, although it was known that the water level rose during the days of the Nile flood and covered the lower floors of the palace. On the other hand, the palace was reusd by the state and reused as the headquarters.
of the Agrarian Reform Authority. In the 1960s, the latter rented one of the palace buildings to a citizen of the city named Na ilam Labib as a rest house. The first attempt to revive the palace began in 1988, when it was registered as an Islamic monument and included in the Islamic monuments of the antiquities of Upper Egypt by a decision of Prime Minister Dr. Atef Sedky No. 65. In 2002 the palace was re-registered after adding two buildings that had been allocated to the government department, and in 2009 the last re-registration was done when the building class were added to its list. During his visit to Luxor in October 17, 2008, president Hosni Mubarak asked Chairman of the Supreme Council of Luxor on the palace of Prince Youssef Kamal, he demanded that it should not be sold and preserved as a historical monument. The head of this task force in October 17, 2008, president Hosni Mubarak asked Chairman of the Supreme Council of Luxor on the palace of Prince Youssef Kamal, he demanded that it should not be sold and preserved as a historical monument. The head of the Luxor City Supreme Council responded that the palace and the surrounding area would turn into a historic and world-class tourist area, but nothing has happened. In 2018, an amount of 31 million pounds was allocated for the restoration of the palace between the Ministry of Antiquities 24 million pounds and the Ministry of Planning 7 million pounds. On the morning of Monday, September 29, the complex reached the end of the restoration work, some government encroachments were transferred, the complex restored its original shape, and it was officially opened to its visitors. 31

The Architectural Complex
The architectural complex was built from red and burned bricks, surrounding by enclosure wall on all sides. The complex consists of nine unique architectural units distributed from south to north, the Salamelek Palace, the Hazamelek Palace, the Dining Hall, the Kitchen, the Fountain, the Sheikh Omran Mausoleum, the laundry, the district inspector house and the Sahb. 32 The nine units of the palace are a mixture of European and Islamic models, this type of architecture prevailed in the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century. During that period, a huge architectural leap prevailed which led to the joint embrace of the Islamic and Ottoman style to incorporate new foreign styles especially from Europe. 33 On the other hand, the Slovenian architect Antonio Laciak was greatly admired by Islamic art and turned to applying the architectural and decorative elements of Islamic architecture in his structural designs. 34 This fondness was due to the fact that Antonio Laciak was appointed as a member of the Committee for the Preservation of Art Arab, an important institution founded in 1881 and composed of two committees, one for inventories and the other for the study and preservation of antiquities. It was an important experience that prompted Laciak to change his architectural language, which until then was only selective, to incorporate the greatness and beauty of Islamic architecture in a modern way and culminated in his designs. 35 This method was completely compatible with the desire of Prince Youssef Kamal, who was passionate about collecting Islamic collectibles and preserving Islamic heritage. The prince was an admirer of Islamic culture and architecture. He travelled around the world to collect rare artistic pieces. The pieces exhibited in Naj Hammadi were bought from France, England and Belgium, before his death, Prince Youssef Kamal requested that the pieces be donated to the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo. Several artifacts he once owned are now in the Qasr Al Amir Palace in Cairo and the Royal Jewellery Museum in Alexandria. 36

33 The word “Salamlek” is originally derived from the Turkish language, it literally means “the place of greeting,” the term was applied to halls and buildings that prepared for official reception. Mahmoud Amer, Al Mustlahat Al Mutadawla fi Al Dwla Al Othmainiya, journal of Historic Studies, issue Nu, 117, June, 2012, p, 375.
35 Observations by the researcher during the field visit in March, 2021.
36 Mohamed Hamza Al-Hadad, A'mal Al-Amir Youssef Kamal, p, 211
four corners below them in the form of paper arcades. The floor is covered with a mixture of parquet and marble floors. 43 The second hall is on the far right side and is the smaller one. This hall is topped with decorative granite in a style similar to the first hall, and is covered in its lower part with wooden assembly of fillings gathered on all sides, which constitutes a kind of sophistication and luxury. The Mashrabiya windows are decorated with stucco and stained glass on the upper part surrounding the upper part with a Qur’anic verse. 44 This hall was once containing a large wooden office for the prince, unfortunately the researcher didn’t see it due to the ongoing restoration works.

44 Observation by the researcher during the field visit in March, 2021
46 Observation by the researcher during the field visit in March, 2021

The second hall is on the far right side and is the smaller one. This hall is topped with decorative granite in a style similar to the first hall, and is covered in its lower part with wooden assembly of fillings gathered on all sides, which constitutes a kind of sophistication and luxury. The Mashrabiya windows are decorated with stucco and stained glass on the upper part surrounding the upper part with a Qur’anic verse. This hall was once containing a large wooden office for the prince, unfortunately the researcher didn’t see it due to the ongoing restoration works.

The second hall is on the far right side and is the smaller one. This hall is topped with decorative granite in a style similar to the first hall, and is covered in its lower part with wooden assembly of fillings gathered on all sides, which constitutes a kind of sophistication and luxury. The Mashrabiya windows are decorated with stucco and stained glass on the upper part surrounding the upper part with a Qur’anic verse. This hall was once containing a large wooden office for the prince, unfortunately the researcher didn’t see it due to the ongoing restoration works.

The bedroom is located in the corridor between the two halls. This room is covered for the most part with woodwork. The ceiling of this room is decorated with floral motifs painted in different shades of red, blue and green. At the end of the room is a wooden closet, which the prince used to keep his clothes and personal belongings. The room includes a king bed made of copper-coated iron, a wooden table and a mirror with a small chair in front of it. 45 On the other side of the bedroom is the marble-clad bathroom. It was evident that the renovations had preserved the original bathroom components and had returned to their appearance in good condition. Directly opposite from the main entrance is a wooden staircase that leads to a magic bedroom and the roof of the building. The wooden staircase is visible from the outside of the building, and leads to the roof where the two impressive domes and the water tank can be clearly seen.

47 Mahmoud Abbas Ahmed, Ma’alem Misr Al Hadethia wal Mu’aaserah, p, 247.
48 Observation by the researcher during the field visit in March, 2021
50 Mohamed Naser Mohamed Afifi, Al Qebab Al Ganaeiziya bi Sa’d Misr fi Al’Asr Al Isalamy, Unpublished Ph.D, Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo University, 2002, p, 206.

The Dining Hall

It is located to the south of the Salamlek Building; it is a brick and rod construction, using mortar made of lime. The main facade is overlooking the Salamlek where the main entrance is located. 47 The dining hall contained various meal utensils and prepared dining tables for the prince’s guests. Its current reuse can be described as a miniature museum within the Antiques & Cutlery Collection. It displays many food cups and utensils containing a variety of metal, ceramic, and glass works, forks, spoons, plates, ladles, and drinking utensils. 48 The contents of the dining hall display are considered one of the rarest and most beautiful royal species. The Prince imported them from European countries and during his various travels around the world. 49

The Mausoleum of Sheikh Ūmran

The mausoleum is located to the west of the Salamlek building, it forms a square area surmounted by a huge semicircular sector dome. The construction of the mausoleum dates back to 1783 when the Mamluk prince called Amir Agha rebuilt the mausoleum and added the dome and minaret to it. 50 However, Prince Yusuf Kamal and specifically his mother ordered the renovation of the mausoleum and its inclusion in the architectural complex. The motive for this is a story told by the prince’s mother that she dreamed of Sheikh Ūmran saving her son from a lion in the desert. Indeed, when the prince returned from a hunting trip in the wilderness, near Nag Hammadi, he told his mother that he had been attacked by a lion, but suddenly a man appeared and saved him. Hence the shrine of the Savior was added within the walls of the palace complex. 52

47 Mohamed Ali Musa Mouel, Ma’alem Misr Al Hadethia wal Mu’aaserah, p, 247.
48 Observation by the researcher during the field visit in March, 2021
50 Mohamed Naser Mohamed Afifi, Al Qebab Al Ganaeiziya bi Sa’d Misr fi Al’Asr Al Isalamy, Unpublished Ph.D, Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo University, 2002, p, 206.
The Harmlek Palace

The Harmlek Palace is located at the northwest end of the architectural ensemble. The palace has four ceramic facades; the eastern facade directly overlooks the Nile and has a double marble staircase leading to a front shed, while the northern and southern facades overlook the palace garden. The building interspersed with a series of marble balconies advancing the window openings. It consists of a basement and two floors with a secondary entrance to the palace closed by a wooden shutter. The lower floor contains the main kitchen, while the first floor consists of four rooms, a large hall, a staircase, and a bathroom, as well as a small kitchen above the main one in the basement. The most beautiful part in the palace is the wooden elevators made by the Prince specifically for his sick mother. The second floor consists of four rooms and a main hall, in addition to a master bathroom that was allocated to the mother of the Prince. The floor also features a front balcony that reaches the middle salon and directly overlooks the Nile. Unfortunately, the researcher did not have the opportunity to inspect it because it was closed for the ongoing restoration work.

The Haramlek word was derived from the Arabic name “ḥarīm” which means a sacred inviolable place for the female members of the family. It refers to domestic spaces that are reserved for the women of the house in a Muslim family. This private space has been traditionally understood as serving the purposes of maintaining the modesty, privilege, and seclusion of women from other men. A harem may house a man’s wife or wives, their pre-pubescent male children, unmarried daughters, female domestic servants, and other unmarried female relatives. The institution has experienced a sharp decline in the modern era due to a rise in education and economic opportunities for women, as well as Western influences. See, Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, (New York: Spoken Language Services, Inc, 1976) 3: 171-172.

The Sabil

The Sabil is located in the center of the southern rib of the walls of the complex. It is a unique piece of art that consists of a square base covered with white marble slabs, and the middle section forms four cylindrical columns of green marble. In each column, there is a square base on each side with green marble inner edges. The top corners of this base are beveled, followed by a white marble goblet base. Four marble arches bear the transitional zone of the dome, which is made up of flat, beveled triangles, topped by the neck of the dome, which is decorated with prominent geometric motifs.

The Fountain

The marble fountain is located in the southern part of the Salamlek building. It consists of three levels of different heights, colored with scrap marble in blue, orange and white, to combine these colors in a beautiful aesthetic way. It has a square base on the outside with an octagonal basin on the inside, reflecting the refined artistic flair, fed by a set of cylindrical clay tubes.

53 The Harmlek word was derived from the Arabic name “ḥarīm” which means a sacred inviolable place for the female members of the family. It refers to domestic spaces that are reserved for the women of the house in a Muslim family. This private space has been traditionally understood as serving the purposes of maintaining the modesty, privilege, and seclusion of women from other men. A harem may house a man’s wife or wives, their pre-pubescent male children, unmarried daughters, female domestic servants, and other unmarried female relatives. The institution has experienced a sharp decline in the modern era due to a rise in education and economic opportunities for women, as well as Western influences. See, Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, (New York: Spoken Language Services, Inc, 1976) 3: 171-172.

54 Mohamed Hamza Al-Hadad, A’mal Al-Amir Youssef Kamal, p, 266.

55 Muhammad Alhusn Ahmed, Ma’alim Misr Al Hadethia wal Ma’asirah, pp,246-247.

56 Observation by the researcher during the field visit in March, 2021

57 The sabil is a small kiosk in the Islamic architectural tradition where water is freely dispensed to members of the public by an attendant behind a grilled window. The term is sometimes also used to refer to simple unmanned fountains with a tap for drinking water. Andrew Petersen, Dictionary of Islamic Architecture. (New York: Routledge.1996) p, 254.

58 Mohamed Hamza Al-Hadad, A’mal Al-Amir Youssef Kamal, p, 195.

59 Muhammad Alhusn Ahmed, Ma’alim Misr Al Hadethia wal Ma’asirah, p, 248.

60 Observation by the researcher during the field visit in March, 2021

61 Mohamed Hamza Al-Hadad, A’mal Al-Amir Youssef Kamal, p, 261.
The kitchen

The kitchen is located south of the dining hall and adjacent to the exterior wall. The kitchen consists of three small buildings connected together and adjacent to the western wall. The eastern building consists of two floors connected by a wooden staircase from the outside. The ground room contains the main kitchen with its own cooking equipment. In the middle of this room is a gas stove topped by a large smoke tube. Two adjoining rooms connected to it from the northwest were used as stores for foodstuffs, vegetables and fruits.

The laundry

The laundry building is located to the northeast of the Salamlek Palace. A large hall consisting of one floor is bordered on the southwest by a narrow corridor. The laundry building was rented in the 1960s to a resident of the city as a rest house. This situation continued for years until it was evacuated and annexed to the palace buildings. The laundry building does not contain any equipment for washing or cleaning work and is devoid of any antique features and furniture during the research field visit as restoration work is still in progress. Opinions differed about the function of that building, as some opinions indicated that its first function was the kitchen, while some opinions stated that it was used as Palace main lounge for meetings and guests, and most opinions indicated that its function was as the main laundry.

The district inspector’s house is located to the south of Salmlek and the dining hall. It is a two-floor square building. Each floor has a central hall to which a group of rooms open. The house is built of stone bricks and limestone and has a balcony made of wood and fixed on wooden sticks, which gives a beautiful aesthetic view. The building was assigned to the prince’s property inspector and some bookkeepers who run the prince’s business.

The archaeological and historical value

The palace has great archaeological and historical importance. The palace represents the mixed style between the Islamic and the modern European styles. This type of architecture spread in Egypt at the beginning of the twentieth century as a result of the awakening, and voices called for the so-called (revival of Islamic national patterns). New terms appeared to describe attempts to revive this art, including (the Islamic Renaissance model or the new Islamic style). The features of this style were the forms of the facades, or the addition of some architectural elements and units that are considered a European architectural style. In the palace of Prince Youssef Kamal, it could be found the shape of the external facades and the domes, as well as the addition of some units such as the dining hall, the kitchen and the laundry. The Islamic character inside the palace is designed on the European styles represented in units which were summarized in the Arab halls and were famous for the houses of the Mamluks and Ottomans. One could find the same unit names such as Salamlek and Haramlek with matching its functions. This trend was also represented in the re-use of the ancient Islamic architectural elements brought from Islamic buildings, and their reuse employing and...
using it in European style palaces. The palace had wooden panels which were decorated with inscriptions in Kufic script, as well as some contents of the furniture. In Prince Youssef Kamal Palace, there are the forms of facades and domes, as well as adding some units such as the dining hall, kitchen and laundry. This trend was also represented in the reuse of ancient Islamic archaeological items brought from Islamic buildings, and their reuse and use in European style mansions.

The palace also represents a great historical value, besides the use of the palace as a residence for the prince and his family in Upper Egypt. The palace received many local and foreign dignitaries. The palace hosted King Fouad I during his multiple visits to Qena and Naj’ Hammādī in 1927 during the laying of the foundation stone for the Naj’ Hammādī arches, and in 1930 during its inauguration. The king was received by Prince Youssef Kamal on the river marina adjacent to the palace. The palace also hosted foreign dignitaries such as Sir Percy Loraine, the British High Commissioner to Egypt and Vice-President of the Anglo-Egyptian Society, and the son of the British High Commissioner to Egypt and Vice-President of the Anglo-Egyptian Society in 1946. In addition to, the wife of the British Ambassador to Egypt, Lord Kellern, on her visit to Upper Egypt.

Restorations works of the Palace

The palace had earlier suffering from deterioration, with cracks having spread over its walls, masonry being damaged, parts of its Mashrabiya windows missing, and its garden filled with piles of sand and water fountain being critical. The palace’s ceiling decorations were heavily stained with smoke, while most of the flooring was broken. On the other hand, the palace has suffered from encroachment from government agencies such as the ministry of finance, clubs for agricultural engineers and professors, and the Land Reclamation Authority. Over the past years, it negatively affected the decorative and aesthetic features of the building.

Restorations work of the palace cost about LE 31 million and included structural consolidation of all walls, cracks repaired, walls and ceilings cleaned and consolidated, wooden surfaces sterilized, and missing tiles and Mashrabiya woodwork replaced with similar ones. A new lighting and security system had been installed as well as an electronic fire system. Speaking at the re-opening, Secretary General of the Supreme Council of Antiquities said, the restoration had been carried out according to the latest scientific methods. “Every effort was made to ensure that all the original architectural features were retained.” A collection of more than 500 objects from the prince’s personal belongings is exhibited inside the palace. It includes the prince’s bedroom, a collection of porcelain plates, and forks, knives and spoons as well as vases and decorative items. All the architectural elements had been upgraded, cracks repaired, walls and ceilings cleaned and consolidated, wooden surfaces sterilized, and missing tiles and Mashrabiya woodwork replaced with similar ones.

The kingdom was purchased by one of the motives behind the reuse of the Islamic archaeological elements was the emergence of a class of princes of the ruling family who were fond of Islamic antiquities and the acquisition of Islamic artifacts and Nominal artifacts. Among the most important of these are Prince Muhammad Ali Tawfiq and Prince Yusuf Kamal. These princes and other wealthy people were not only limited to obtaining these archaeological elements from Egyptian Islamic buildings, but also sought to buy the remains of palaces in the Levant. Sec. Mohamed Ali Abdel Hafez, Ender Elshinbata, All Nawam Al Sahhaya Al Fasilat Fi Eslamiya Fi Qahirat Al Eslamiya Fi Asr Osret Muhamad Ali 1805-1952, Drassat fi Athar Al Wattan Al Arbey, issue. 1, p, 945.

A journalist interview with, Dr. Mustafa Waziri, after the opening of the palace, Archived on, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YnoG3qE2NA. , accessed on, January 15, 2021
Revisiting Qena’s Forgotten Heritage: A Glimpse into Prince Youssef Kamal’s Palace at Naj’ Hammādī

Revisalation of the palace

The rehabilitation and restoration of the palace represents a promising opportunity to achieve a balanced and sustainable financial and economic return. At present, most countries of the world are paying great and increasing attention to sustainable tourism development through the re-employment of historical buildings. Studies of international organizations indicate that tourism has become one of the largest revenue-generating industries in the world.74 Through the following suggestions, it is possible to promote and revitalize the palace as an important cultural and tourist landmark in the city of Naj’ Hammādī.

• Inclusion of the palace in the program of one-day visits set by tourism companies, where the palace is located between two archaeological monuments, the temple of Abydos in Sohag Governorate in the north and the Temple of Dendera in the city of Qena in the south.

• Increasing the advertising and promotional aspect, as the researcher did not noticed any news about the palace after its restoration, except for the news of opening the palace in 2019.

• The establishment of festivals, forums and cultural events in the palace will contribute to highlighting it as an archaeological landmark.

• Making trips for the local university and school students in the governorate to raise their awareness of the archaeological and historical monuments.

• Facilitating the process of reaching the palace through providing easy, safe and cheap transportation to facilitate internal mobility as well as linking it to the archaeological sites near it.

• Diversifying the international tourism offers by diversifying the levels of accommodation in hotels and diversifying the days and duration of trips to suit all segments of society.

• Creating destination videos that appeal to the Right Tourists.

• Producing some documentary film materials on the history of the palace and the personality of its owner to be shown on local TV channels as well as in different languages for international presentation.

• Increasing exposure by partnering with Influencers, those who have the ability to highlight the palace as one of the most important tourist attractions in the south of Upper Egypt.

• Adding new activities such as on-site restaurants and cafeterias to make it easier for local visitors to spend a whole day inside the palace corridors without having to get out of it to buy their needs.

Conclusion

Prince Youssef Kamal’s Palace in Naj’ Hammādī represents a unique architectural landmark, with its magnificent location and unique architectural style. It is located on the west bank of the Nile in the city of Naj’ Hammādī, and was built by Prince Youssef Kamal, grandson of Muhammad ‘Ali, in 1925. Prince Youssef Kamal, grandson of Muhammad ‘Ali, in 1925. The Prince established his palace under the supervision of European architect Antonio Lascia, one of the most prominent architects who came to Egypt at the end of the 19th century. The work resulted in an architectural masterpiece and exquisite work of art between a combination of European and Islamic style. The palace went through many years of destruction, selling its contents, stealing others, and suffering from abuse of government agencies. After several attempts to preserve its identity, a large budget was allocated for the restoration, and on September 29, 2019, the palace regained its original form and reopened to visitors. The architectural complex is built of red and burnt bricks, surrounded by an enclosure wall on all sides. It consists of nine unique architectural units distributed from south to north, “the Salamelek Palace, the Haramlek Palace, the Dining Hall, the Kitchen, the Fountain, the Sheikh Omran Mausoleum, the laundry, the district inspector house and the Sahib. The palace is of great archaeological and historical importance, as it represents the mixed pattern between Islamic and modern European styles. This trend has been to reuse Islamic archaeological elements such as Salamelek and Haramlek, inscribed wooden panels, and to reuse them in modern European style. The palace also represents great historical value, receiving many local and foreign personalities. The most famous was King Fouad I during his various visits to Qena and Upper Egypt. The rehabilitation and restoration of the palace represents a promising opportunity to achieve a balanced and sustainable financial and economic return. It is possible to promote and revitalize the palace as an important cultural and tourist landmark, by including the palace in the one-day visit program set by tourism companies, increasing the advertising and promotional aspects, establishing festivals, forums and cultural events, making trips for students of local universities and schools, producing some documentaries on the history of the palace and the personality of its owner to be shown on local television channels as well as in different languages for international exhibition.
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